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• Global stage
• Childhood cancer is a major global health issue
• Every year, almost 200,000 children are diagnosed with cancer and almost 100,000 die from cancer before the age of 15 years, more than 80% of them in resource-limited countries.
• Cancer in children and adolescents is rare and biologically very different from cancer in adults
• It accounts for 1·4% of all cancers worldwide
• Worldwide a child is diagnosed with cancer every 2 minutes
As the health of children in the Pacific improves, childhood cancer is emerging as a significant cause of morbidity and premature death.
Background

2005 NZ Paediatric Oncologists raised concerns about child cancer in the pacific:

Few cases referred to New Zealand for treatment - often wrong cases, usually way too late

• How were these selected?
• What happened to the rest?
• Huge cost if treated in New Zealand and no return of expertise to the referring country
• There had to be a better way
Pacific working group was set up in 2006 under the governance of the Paediatric Oncology Steering Group (POSG)

1. To review outcomes of children referred from the Pacific
2. To investigate whether twinning with Pacific nations was feasible
3. To initiate cooperative programmes with those nations which regarded child cancer as a priority health area

Note: in 2011 POSG became National Child Cancer Network (NCCN)
Audit (1990-2007) Starship, Auckland

• 51 cases referred from Pacific for treatment with largely unsatisfactory outcomes
• If returned to respective Pacific Island whilst still on treatment- with no training in country-majority died from an intercurrent infection (gastrointestinal/respiratory)
• Discrepancy in survival of referred cases not related to ethnicity
• Survival of NZ resident Pacific children treated in NZ same as for non-Pacific
What happens when HIC protocols used in LMIC?

- Total XI protocol for childhood ALL 72% EFS (USA), but when implemented in Recife, Brazil EFS 32%
  
  Howard SC et al. JAMA 2004;291:2471-2475

- When protocol adapted (anthracycline removed) in El Salvador
  - EFS went from <10 to 48%
  - but toxic death rate 48% in induction and another 4.6% in remission
  - therefore need to identify where to make improvements, such as supportive cares

Purpose

• to develop, implement and monitor service delivery solutions that improve outcomes for children with cancer in Pacific Island Countries and thereby manage the impact of this patient group on health care services delivered in New Zealand.

Objectives

• Facilitate building of capacity and resources in the Pacific Islands.
• Improve access to in-country treatment for children and young people with cancer in the Pacific Islands
• Improve outcomes for children with cancer in Pacific Island Countries
  Enable effective planning for child cancer patients from the Pacific arriving in New Zealand for treatment
The current situation in NZ

- 150 children (<15yrs) are diagnosed with cancer each year
- ~80% of them will be cured as a result of contemporary therapy
- About half will live completely normal lives, the others will have residual issues related to treatment or their original cancer

- Incidence of Child Cancer (NZCCR 2000-2009)
  149.3 per 10,000 children per year (age 0-14.9)
Age adjusted incidence per 10,000 children per year

- Asthma: 1400
- Pertussis (<1y): 400
- Pertussis (1-4 y): 200
- Autistic Spectrum: 100
- Invasive Pneumococcus: 50
- Rheumatic Fever: 20
- Bronchiectasis: 10

Note: Cancer is circled in red.
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Background / Objectives

New Zealand has two cancer registries covering childhood cancers; the New Zealand Children’s Cancer Registry (NZCCR), based in the two specialist paediatric oncology centres, and the New Zealand Cancer Registry (NZCR), a population-based register of primary malignant tumours. Both registries collaborated to determine the accuracy and completeness of child cancer registration.

Materials and Methods

2010-2014 registrations for children aged under 15 years that met International Classification of Childhood Cancers (ICCC-3) criteria were obtained from each registry and matched by National Health Index (NHI) number. Anomalies were reconciled using patient management systems, clinical summaries and laboratory reports.

Results - Accuracy

Following review, 2 records were removed from the NZCCR and 19 from the NZCR – primarily due to the registration of children who came from the Pacific Islands for treatment. In addition, errors were corrected for sex (n=5), age at diagnosis (n=5), and ICD-O site/histology resulting in a change of ICCC-3 diagnostic group/subgroup (n=25).

Results - Completeness

Of the 794 unique cases identified, 643 cases were informed by both registries. By ICCC-3 subgroup, NZCCR particularly under-reported ‘XII: melanoma’ and ‘XI: myelodysplastic syndrome’ while NZCR under-reported ‘1d miscellaneous lymphoreticular neoplasms’ and ‘1b: astrocytomas’. Case completeness (according to their respective registration criteria) was 99% for the NZCR and 94% for the NZCCR.

Discussion

Collaboration resulted in the reporting of an average of 152 annual child cancer cases meeting ICCC-3 criteria each year compared to the 143-144 identified by either registry alone. Age-standardised child cancer incidence for 2010-2014 was 167 per million (95%CI: 155-179).

Analysis of the accuracy and completeness of child cancer registrations highlighted each registry’s respective strengths;

Conclusion

This study has identified improvements that can be made in the registration processes of each registry and some gaps in New Zealand’s child cancer referral pathways which require addressing at a national level. With two registries covering childhood cancers, New Zealand is uniquely positioned to undertake regular collaborative activities, thereby ensuring that highly accurate and complete data is available for research and statistical reporting purposes.
• Cancer incidence in New Zealand is comparable to elsewhere in the developed world
• There are no significant differences in incidence between Maori, Pacific Peoples and Non-Maori/Non-Pacific Peoples
• Relative Survival (83.6% at 5yrs) in New Zealand is comparable with elsewhere in the developed world
• In New Zealand relative survival for Maori and Pacific Peoples is comparable to Non-Maori/Non-Pacific Peoples
Survival by Prioritised Ethnicity

![Graph showing survival by prioritised ethnicity. The x-axis represents time since diagnosis (years), ranging from 0 to 10 years. The y-axis represents relative survival (%), ranging from 0 to 100%. The graph includes three lines representing Maori, Pacific Peoples, and Non-Maori/Pacific Peoples. The lines show a decrease in relative survival over time, but with some variation. At 0 years, relative survival is highest for Non-Maori/Pacific Peoples, followed by Pacific Peoples, and then Maori. After 10 years, relative survival for all groups is approximately 50%.]
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GAP- between HIC and LMIC

• Children with cancer are not all created equal

• Where they live does make a difference to whether they are offered treatment, survive or die

• More than 80% of the children worldwide live in less affluent countries (LMIC-including the Pacific) where childhood malignancies form an important part of the morbidity and access to adequate treatment is often not possible – with overall survival < 20%

• 80% resources worldwide consumed by the 20% treated with modern therapy where overall survival 80%

• Cure rates of around 50% for many types of childhood cancer are possible in less well resourced countries with lower cost therapies, providing basic services can be organised and supported
Pacific working group

• 2006-2008: Secured 2 years funding from NZAid
• Advise and mentorship by Pacific health professionals in NZ (Dr Kiki Maoate, Dr Api Talemaityoga and Debbie Sorensen)
• Visits to countries aligned to NZ Aid
  - Fiji, Tonga, Samoa, Cook Islands, Vanuatu
• Met with MOH, NZ High Commissioner and Health professionals in country
Childhood Cancer in the Pacific

- Assume incidence same as NZ @140/million child years
- 40% population < 15 yrs
- (NZ: 24% < 15 yrs)

- French Polynesia has published a rate of 125/million between 1985 and 1995

- Need for a Pacific Child Cancer registry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rate (per million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PNG</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomons</td>
<td>26.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanuatu</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samoa</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonga</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiribati</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook Islands</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuvalu</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokelau</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niue</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Various myths persist about cancer in the Pacific

- Cancer is incurable
- Cancer is shameful and best not diagnosed
- When it occurs in Pacific peoples, the outlook is much worse than for other ethnic groups
- Cancer treatment is prohibitively expensive
- Cancer treatment is too complex for Pacific health systems
In collaboration with Pacific Health Professionals

agreement on:
- Philosophy behind treatment protocols
- Our Pacific colleagues “limited resource let’s direct it to where will get best gains”
- Country specific models

Twinning relationships
- Christchurch with Fiji
- Starship with Tonga, Samoa, Vanuatu, Cooks, Tokelau, Niue

establishment of:
- Triage criteria
- Treatment protocols
- Supportive Care Guidelines
- Cancer registration form
- Regional meetings
- Nursing education/training in Auckland and Christchurch for nurses from Fiji and Tonga
- Laptops/digital camera for Samoa/Tonga and Fiji
Country specific models

• The Pacific is a region with a small, widely dispersed population which makes models successfully used elsewhere (Africa, South America) inappropriate
• Different needs within the region
• Different capabilities and priorities
• Different solutions
• Different speed of implementation

• Is curative therapy for children with cancer a priority?
• Is the paediatric infrastructure developed?
• Is finance available for off island referral?
• Are there sufficient patient numbers to develop expertise at the paediatric centre?
Fiji

- Cancer treatment a priority
- 2 Paediatric centres (Lautoka, Suva + Labassa)
- Limited finance for off-island referral but
- Public health care available for treatment in Fiji
- 40-50 new child cancer cases expected each year

Solution:
- Treat on PI protocols at the 2 centres with remote support / twinning from Christchurch, NZ
- Visits by Christchurch team to Fiji
- Regular video/tele-conferencing with Suva / Lautoka and Christchurch
Tonga

• Child cancer treatment a priority
• Paediatric service, Vaiola Hospital, Nuku’alofa
• Limited finance for off-island treatment
• Small numbers (<10 new cancer patients/year) so not enough for a cancer centre but enough to share care with an external oncology centre

Solution:
• Diagnose
• Triage as per guidelines
• ALL-start PI ALL#1 and if favourable response Day 8 send eligible patients to Starship Auckland for induction/consolidation then repatriate to complete protocol in Tonga with remote support from Starship
• Other cancers as per guideline
Samoa

- Child Cancer treatment being considered as a priority in 2007 – confirmed 2010
- Paediatric service at TTM hospital, Apia
- Limited finance for off island treatment
- Small numbers (<10 new cancer patients/year) so not enough for a child cancer centre but enough to share care with an external oncology centre (Starship, Auckland)

**Solution:**
- Diagnose, triage as per guidelines
- Model as for Tonga
Cook Is / Niue / Tokelau

- Child Cancer treatment a priority (and expectation)
- Paediatrics only in Rarotonga (Cook Islands)
- Very few patients 1 / 1-2 years
- Finance available (entitlement to care in NZ)

**Solution:**
- Transport to NZ for treatment on COG and other established protocols
Vanuatu (as of 2007)

- Child Cancer treatment not a priority
- Limited paediatric expertise
- Limited finance for off island treatment

Solution:
- Provide information including palliative care guidelines
- Remain available for advice and discussion
- When becomes a priority - model as for Tonga and Samoa
In summary

• Co-operative program development is vital
• Establish relationships with key clinical and political decision makers
• Confirm that child cancer care is a priority
• Identify champions with local status
• Commit to the long term
• Identify the needs

• Understand that needs are different and solutions which work somewhere else may be inappropriate
• Assemble resources relevant to the area and develop protocols and guidelines cooperatively with those who will need to use them
Alignment with country’s Health Plan and Sustainable Development Goals
In collaboration with Pacific Health Professionals
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• Philosophy behind treatment protocols
• Country specific models

Twinning relationships
• Christchurch with Fiji
• Starship with Tonga, Samoa, Vanuatu, Cooks, Tokelau, Niue

establishment of:
• Triage criteria
• Treatment protocols
• Supportive Care Guidelines
• Cancer registration form
• Regional meetings
• Nursing education/training in Auckland and Christchurch for nurses from Fiji and Tonga
• Laptops/digital camera for Samoa/Tonga and Fiji
Principles of triage

- an initial “cut-off” level of around 70% overall survival in developed countries is reasonable
- it is assumed that the 70% overall survival will translate into a lower survival in the Pacific Island Country (PIC)
- cure should be attained at minimal cost of significant late effects – the PIC should not be burdened with caring for cured but significantly disabled survivors of childhood cancer
- cure should be attained without significant financial cost to the PIC
- cancers potentially curable with treatments entirely or predominantly delivered in the PIC
- those children whose cancer is less curable should be treated according to the Palliative Care Guidelines

As expertise and capability and capacity improve,
- can increase intensity protocols and thus improve survival
- can add to the list of good risk cancers
Triage – identifying ‘good risk’ cancers

1. Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia
2. Lymphoma
   • Hodgkin lymphoma
   • Non-Hodgkin lymphoma
   • T-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma
   • B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma
   • Anaplastic large cell lymphoma
3. Wilms Tumour
4. Retinoblastoma
5. Germ cell tumours
   Most cases, even those with metastases, are very curable with a combination of chemotherapy and surgery.
6. Acute Promyelocytic Leukaemia: provided ATRA available
7. Hepatoblastoma: non-metastatic cases with a strong likelihood of resection (pretext stages 1, 2 and 3)
8. **Neuroblastoma**
Stage 1 and 2 neuroblastoma is treatable.
Unresectable, localized neuroblastoma in an infant is readily curable with non-intensive chemotherapy and surgery.
Most stage 3 and all stage 4 disease should receive palliative care.

9. **Soft Tissue Sarcoma (Stage 1 and 2 disease)**

10. Bone tumours - Osteosarcoma and Ewings sarcoma require complex multimodality care - maybe inappropriate to offer treatment in these patients. Amputation only may be an option in some - as long as prosthesis available.

11. Brain tumours – only those curable with surgery +/- radiotherapy
Most cases should not be offered anti-cancer therapy. However, some are curable with surgery alone; if such a case is confidently identified, it would be reasonable to offer neurosurgery.
**Germinoma** (non-secretory intracranial germ cell tumour) in an adolescent is readily curable with radiotherapy only and should be considered for treatment.

- these are guidelines
- each case should be considered on its individual merits
In collaboration with Pacific Health Professionals

agreement on:
• Philosophy behind treatment protocols
• Country specific models

**Twinning relationships**
• Christchurch with Fiji
• Starship with Tonga, Samoa, Vanuatu, Cooks, Tokelau, Niue

establishment of:
• Triage criteria
• Treatment protocols
• Supportive Care Guidelines
• Cancer registration form

• Regional meetings
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Treatment Protocols

• Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia (ALL)
• Acute Promyelocytic Leukaemia
  • (APML - Fiji only if ATRA available)
• Hodgkin’s lymphoma
• Wilms tumour
• Germ cell tumour

Supportive Care Guidelines

• Blood product support
• New Patient assessment
• Blood produce support
• Cytotoxic administration
• Drug dosages
• Emergencies
• Infection recognition and management
• Symptom control
• Palliative care
In collaboration with Pacific Health Professionals
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Training/Education
Treatment Childhood Cancer

Effective treatment of cancer relies on:

• Early detection - Early warning signs of childhood cancer
• Accurate diagnosis
• Access to surgery, chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy
• Access to supportive care
• Parent support organisations
Early Warning signs

Ngaahi faka’ilonga fakatokanga ‘o e Kanisa ‘i he Fanau

SEEK
Kumi ‘aie ‘i mei he toketa fo ka fuatable ho o ongo i peke

FOFO
Fofonga ‘asi me’i hintina he tama’ui, tefa e mata, kui pe fo’i mata hopo

LUMP
Fakafekafa pe tufula he kete, ulu, kia. fakatangata, alanga, uma, nima pe va’e pe ko ho iama

UNEXPLAINED
‘ikai ha ‘uhinga lelei i ha mele, holo e mamala, tafoiofoi, mala toa, tavaivai, faka’ui, fofotu’i ngaofa pe tu’u ngaiga ‘a o futo

ACHING
Langa hui, hokotanga hui, tu’a pe faii ngaofa ‘a e hui

LILIU
Liliu ‘ulungaanga maheni, palani e’i alu, makamale ‘o i tupuio’i fo he fanau, fa’a la’iga’i alu pe tupu folale fo’i ulu

CONTACT
DOCS316 Doche Hospital
Phone (675)31490 ext. 1202/1301
CHIICK CANCER
Ko’oku House, Fa’ataua, Tonga
Phone (676)21166

Ulua’i Faailoilolo o le Gasegase o le Kanesa i Tamaiti

SEEK
Saili Faavaivevae ona saili se feasosaoani mai le auaanga faa-lo sofuta malapina pe a vaiai auga pei ona tava i tai

FOFO
Fofoga ‘ilioli fofoa o tamaiti mo lila pa’epa’i, seepa, tsuasop, se fulufula

LUMP
Patupatui le Tino Fula po o se patupatui fofouno o le manava, le ulu, le ua, ma boloaga o aiti

UNEXPLAINED
Lemalioa Fiva, aulau malievatu lava le tino ma le le fia ‘ai, sesega, vaiva, totoaloa gofe le tino ma piikik gofe

ACHES
Tiga Ponaivi Tiga ponai’i ma so’oga o ponaivi, le tua, ma le ma’alale’i o ponaivi

NEUROLOGICAL
Sai’ai ma le Matafau Suuga va’aia o le ari ma aga, le savai, tiga le ulu, po o le lapa’a ese o le ulu
Gains

• NGOs supporting parents in Tonga, Samoa and Fiji

• Launch Early warning signs in Samoa, Tonga and Fiji

• Development PI ALL#2 protocol – more intensive

• November 2015 Tonga- TMA- focusing on cancer and looking to progress made in childhood cancer

• 2015- presentation Fiji “National Paediatric Oncology plan” to MOH

• Proposal submitted to Fiji MOH for funding (by WCCCT ) of a community nurse based at Lautoka Hospital, with vehicle – to be the link between hospital and the community for the families
Gains

- Demonstrated significant ownership and in-country buy-in for continuation of our initiative—sustainability with twinning
- Gradual increased capability and capacity
- Ripple effect of improving care for children with cancer impacts of care of other sick children: e.g., nursing, laboratory, pharmacy
- Tonga and Fiji using PI ALL#2 protocol—more intensive
- Development of an integrated Pacific Children’s Cancer Registry
- Ongoing training and education: in-country, regionally or in NZ
Pacific Child Cancer Registry

• National data collection is essential in order to monitor access to child cancer services and to measure improvements in survival and quality of life outcomes.

• Recognising the need for timely and accurate data on the diagnosis treatment, survival and outcome of childhood cancer; the Pacific Working Group and World Child Cancer Charitable Trust have supported the development of a Pacific Children’s Cancer Registry (PCCR)

• Web based with data fields as for NZCCR

• Coding as per ICCC-3 and ICD-O-3

• Aim to ‘gift’ to Tonga, Samoa, Vanuatu and Fiji so they can enter and manage their own data
Where it is working well

• Identified clinical and political champions
• Alignment with the country’s health plan and now SDG
• Rational referral to NZ for confirmed diagnosis and initiation of reduced intensity therapy as per triage guidelines
• Repatriation early for ongoing treatment with support from Starship, NZ
• Palliation for those not receiving curative treatment
• Viable service with parent support group established alongside clinical expertise
Where are we at 10 years post?

• Tonga, Samoa, Fiji and more recently Vanuatu
• Improvement ascertainment of cases in Fiji, Samoa and Vanuatu
• 100% ascertainment in Tonga
• Increasing number of survivors of child cancer - who have completed treatment
• Less abandonment of therapy
• Request for Paediatric Palliative Care training

Other Pacific countries:
• Relationship now with RCH Melbourne with PNG, Solomon's, East Timor whilst Children’s Hospital at Westmead, Sydney have had a longstanding arrangement with New Caledonia
Challenges

Geography and Natural disasters in the Pacific

- Samoa  29 September 2009  -Tsunami
- Samoa  13 December 2012  -Cyclone Evan
- Vanuatu  13 March 2015  -Cyclone Pam
- Fiji  20 February 2016  -Cyclone Winston
- Samoa  9 February 2018  -Cyclone Gita
- Tonga  12 February 2018  -Cyclone Gita

- May result in changes in priorities and reallocation of funding
Challenges

• Late referrals/ late diagnosis (traditional healers)
• Making the correct diagnosis
• Review of imaging, histology- transfer of data
• Abandonment of treatment
• Pharmaceuticals- regular supply of reliable, affordable medications- including anticancer medicines
• Medical and Political champions
• Leadership/ mentorship and sustainable workforce
• Succession planning
• Ongoing training and education
Challenges

• Maintaining expertise with core group Drs and nurses with small numbers of patients

• Role of multidisciplinary team and NGOs

• Ongoing funding to send ‘good risk cancers’ out of country to NZ:Tonga, Samoa, Vanuatu to SSH and Fiji to CHOC or SSH as indicated – imaging, specialist surgery, radiotherapy

• Palliative Care for those not deemed good risk- seeking traditional / custom medicine and then not engaging with health system

• Meeting families expectations that some cancers will not be offered curative treatment (i.e. not deemed good risk cancer)
Challenges

• How to increase capacity and capability
• Implementing increasing intensity of treatment protocols
• Just because cytotoxic agent is included on the EML doesn't necessarily mean it can be given in every country.
• Need to ensure that the:

  "other essential components of the overall treatment package, such as transfusion support, adequate nursing, pharmacy and laboratory resources or surgical infrastructure, .....without which chemotherapeutic agents may be futile at best or dangerous at worse."

Issues reported internationally

- Late or non-diagnosis
- Treatment refusal
- Treatment toxicity on protocols considered standard in developed health systems
- Procurement anti-cancer medication
- Treatment abandonment due to expense and family dislocation
- Failure when project not driven locally
- Hospital detention (Africa, Asia, Latin America and Eastern Europe)
  - SIOP PODC Global Taskforce
Global Agenda
Advocating for Children with Cancer

Role SIOP, CCI, WHO
INDIGENOUS PEOPLE AND CANCER
A shared agenda for Aotearoa, Australia and Pacific nations
Vision: That no child should die of cancer

Aim: To improve and optimise treatments throughout the world

• All children should have access to state of the art outcomes
• All children diagnosed with cancer in the world deserve a right to access to essential medicines and quality care

• Is this achievable?
• What needs to happen for this to occur?
In **2012** SIOP reached out to WHO to collaborate on developing a cooperative action for childhood cancer globally

In **2013** Childhood Cancer International (CCI) joined the WHO collaboration

2015 at WHA, WHO member states organise an event on childhood cancer

**31st January 2018** SIOP becomes **non-state actor with WHO**

To place the fight against Childhood and Adolescent Cancer on the global agenda

To make a difference in the lives of children with cancer and their families worldwide

*The announcement was made by the 142nd Session of the Executive Board of WHO.*

**WHO engages with non-State actors who are regarded as playing a significant role in the advancement and promotion of global public health.**

**SIOP and CCI join renowned organizations including the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, International AIDS Society, International Association for Hospice and Palliative Care Inc., Oxfam, Rotary International, Union for International Cancer Control and others.**
Caring for Children and Young People with cancer in Resource Challenged Countries

The Role of SIOP as a Platform for Communication in the Global Response to Childhood Cancer

Gabriele Calaminus, MD, Jillian R. Birch, MD, Rachel Hollis, BA Honors, MHSc, Benson Pau, and Mariana Kruger, MD, PhD

Since the year 2000, there has been a 35% annual decrease in mortality among children under the age of five worldwide. The decrease is mainly attributed to the decrease in childhood epidemic infections, for example, due to vaccination programs. In the near future, this decrease will draw attention to paediatric non-communicable diseases (NCDs), and cancer is one of the most common. Access to care for children with cancer and survival rates have improved dramatically in high-income countries. However, it is important that a global perspective addresses problems in developing countries in particular. To meet this challenge, it is critical that emphasis is placed on demands such as access to care and drugs that are known to be effective, and which can be safely administered in resource-limited settings. Additionally, cancer registries and improved health care structures that include care for children with cancer, are paramount for further progress to increase awareness and the survival of children with cancer. The purpose of this paper is to describe current worldwide interventions to improve childhood cancer from the perspective of the International Society of Paediatric Oncology (SIOP). This global perspective will serve as an introduction to a series of papers from six SIOP continental branches, which will highlight the specific and/or common issues related to children with cancer worldwide. To strengthen the communication among and synergistic effects of various paediatric cancer stakeholders, SIOP could serve as a global platform for a proposed Global Paediatric Cancer Network through the interaction of its continental branches and partner collaborations. Pediatr Blood Cancer
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Global Pediatric Oncology: Lessons From Partnerships Between High-Income Countries and Low- to Mid-Income Countries
Raul C. Ribeiro, Federico Antillan, Francisco Pedrosa, and Ching-Hon Pui

Toward the Cure of All Children With Cancer Through Collaborative Efforts: Pediatric Oncology as a Global Challenge
Carlos Rodriguez-Galindo, Paula Friedrich, Patricia Alcañiz, Federico Antillan, Shripad Bhosodi, Luis Castillo, Truj Najarro, Sana Jho, Muhammad Iqbal, Michael J. Sulivan, Phuoc Chong Quah, Catherine Futo, Ching-Hon Pui, Ronald Bar, and Thomas Gross

SIOP PODC Working group (Paediatric Oncology in Developing Countries)

Mission: to develop, adapt implement and improve treatment regimes for children with cancer in LMIC

• Adapted treatment regimens

• Childhood cancer treatment regimens adapted to local conditions provide an opportunity to cure as many children as possible with the available resources, while working to improve services and supportive care.
What happens when HIC protocols used in LMIC?

• Total XI protocol for childhood ALL 72% EFS (USA), but when implemented in Recife, Brazil EFS 32%

Howard SC et al. JAMA 2004;291:2471-2475

When protocol adapted (anthracycline removed) in El Salvador
- EFS went from <10 to 48%
- but toxic death rate 48% in induction and another 4.6% in remission
- therefore need to identify where to make improvements, such as supportive cares

Requirements for ATR in LMIC (Levels 0-4)

- Many children with cancer live in low and middle income countries are treated in hospitals lacking key infrastructure, including:
  - Diagnostic capabilities
  - Imaging modalities
  - Treatment components
  - Supportive Care and personnel

Choosing the Optimal therapy depends on the setting/level of care
- Also minimal levels of each service line needed to safely deliver ALL adapted regimens
Summary - Pacific Island Project

1. Partnership not paternalism
2. Collaboration not control
3. Strength based rather than deficit focused
4. Solution focused rather than problem focused
Future

- Ongoing training of Pacific doctors and nurses with credentialing for Pacific nurses
- Audit/evaluation - clinical outcomes, local capacity, including audit of specimen preparation and transfer/imaging transfer
- Updating of protocols (version #2 as indicated) /guidelines
- Addition of new protocols for other cancers
- Assistance in expanding local availability cytotoxics to include those recommended PODC Formulary “Essential list” with a disease-based approach


- Pacific Child Cancer registry functional in each country ?Tonga to pilot
- Web-based availability guidelines/protocols (SSH /NCCN)
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